February 99 Odyssey 2000® Rider Memo
Date:

February 28, 1999

To:

Odyssey 2000® Registered Riders

From:

Tim Kneeland & Associates, Inc.

Re:

Update on Odyssey 2000®

So, who are we?
As the dust is continuing to settle from the final Odyssey payment cycle, we are finally
getting a good feel for who is going on Odyssey. Here is what we know:
1. Two-hundred and fifteen (215) are fully paid to ride.
2. Of these fully paid riders, 5 are new this year.
3. Fourteen (14) additional folks are in the TK&A extended payment program.
4. The extended payment riders are not included in the rider list at this time. We will add
them after they make their final payment. Look for an update later this year.
5. The group is still 50% men and 50% women.
6. The average age will be 49 when we leave.
7. The youngest is 17 and the oldest will be 81.
8. Odyssey riders represent 32 states: WA=35, CA=27, CO=17, OR=16, PA=13, FL=11, MA=8,
WI=8, AZ=5, VA=5, VT=5, IL=4, IN=3, ME=3, MI=3, MN=3, NC=3, NJ=3, NY=3, CT=2, IA=2,
NH=2, NM=2, NV=2, OH=2, TX=2, AK=1, ID=1, KY=1, MD=1, RI=1, and UT=1.
9. Odyssey riders are either living in or representing 11 separate countries: US=194,
Canada=7, Thailand=3, Netherlands=2, Switzerland=2, and one each in England, Japan,
New Zealand, Saudi Arabia, Slovenia and Wales.
10. Odyssey has 29 couples registered to ride together.
11. Nineteen people have asked for anonymity until later this year.
Mailing list & guidelines
As promised, we have enclosed the official Odyssey 2000® Rider List. Now, for the basics:
1. Besides demonstrating that Odyssey really has assembled a solid group of registered
riders, the rider list has the express purpose of allowing people who live close to
connect for training rides and other private activities.
2. This list and the names on the list are not public property. In fact, several Odyssey
riders asked to be included in this list, but don’t want employers, employees or others
to know they are participating in Odyssey. Please respect their wishes.
3. This list should never be circulated, given or sold to any individual, group, charity, etc.
4. Under no circumstances is any individual or organization allowed to post any part of
the Odyssey rider list on the web. TK&A is the only source for posting Odyssey details
on the web.
5. As you personally can attest, everyone on Odyssey is flat out preparing for the most
complex journey of their lives. Please understand and respect that not everyone has
the time or inclination to get together.
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6. This list is not to be used for personal gain, such as charity or personal fundraising,
selling telephone cards or other products, to poll rider’s about their feelings and
ideas, or to garner support for personal causes.
7. Please use common sense and respect the rights of others. If we hear of abuses, and we
usually do, we will attempt to stop the abuse. If we are unsuccessful, the abusers
status on Odyssey will be in jeopardy.
Odyssey meetings - if the interest is there
Karen-Ann and I have worked out most of our rather complex travel schedule for the rest of
1999. In the process, we have managed to tentatively schedule 9 different Odyssey meetings,
based on where Odyssey folks reside.
These meetings will be open to the public and we hope you will invite your families and friends
to join you. It will be a great way to meet the “other crazies” with whom you will be spending
the year 2000, an entire year of your life. Since Karen-Ann and I will be running the meetings,
attendees will be able to meet the “Odyssey creators” and gain a better understanding of how
Odyssey will function for the year.
Based on our experience running similar meetings for our cross-country rides, we guarantee a
high energy level and a good time. In addition to meeting one another, it will be an excellent
opportunity to update everyone on how the planning is going. It will also be a time to answer
questions like “how are others dealing with this?” or “what is your experience in this area?” as
you prepare for Odyssey or “why don’t we get together to train after the rain stops in, say,
July?”.
Most of the meetings will likely be held close to major airports for easy access. Except for
Miami, the times will be from 1 pm to 5 pm. Here is the proposed schedule of meetings:
City
Date
Portland, OR*
Mar. 27 (Sat)
Seattle, WA*
Mar. 28 (Sun)
Miami, FL
Apr. 14 (Wed)
Denver, CO
May 16 (Sun)
Chicago, IL
May 29 (Sat)
Washington, DC
May 30 (Sun)
Boston, MA
June 12 (Sat)
San Francisco, CA
June 19 (Sat)
Burbank, CA
June 20 (Sun)
* These meetings are firm.

Time
1 to 5 pm
1 to 5 pm
6 to 10 pm
1 to 5 pm
1 to 5 pm
1 to 5 pm
1 to 5 pm
1 to 5 pm
1 to 5 pm

Location
Est. Attendance
Holiday Inn Airport
15-50
REI-Recreational Equip Inc. 40-90
Airport
15-25
Airport
15-50
Airport
15-50
Airport
15-50
Airport
15-50
Airport
15-50
Hilton Burbank Airport
15-50

Since TK&A’s plan for each meeting depends on potential attendance, your feedback is
essential. If we find less than 12 people expressing interest in one of the cities, we will
probably cancel that meeting. On the other hand, if there is plenty of interest, we will gear up
accordingly.
The feedback, though positive about the meetings, was pretty minimal after we mailed our
October 98 Memo. So, let us know your plans….instead of returning another TK&A form, just
be creative and email, write, send a postcard, fax, call (1-800-433-0528 or 206-322-4102) or
drop off your interest in attending one of the meetings. Let us know if you think you might be
bringing others with you to a meeting. The more the merrier!
Meeting locations
Toward the end of March, we will mail exact meeting locations to everyone expressing interest.
For those needing to spend the night, we have asked the Hilton chain to look at special room
rates in each city.
®

Odyssey 2000 snapshot
In January, Karen-Ann and I just completed our third around the world trip in the past 14
months, checking on potential Odyssey routes. As you all know, we actually started traveling
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to Odyssey countries back in 1995. The experience gained on these Odyssey design trips has led
to what is rapidly becoming Odyssey’s final route.
Here are Odyssey’s current stats: 45 countries; 6 continents; Aprox 19,733.5 miles averaging
76 to 77 miles per cycling day; 104 days (it shows 110 on the itinerary, but that will change)
off for recreation, travel and recuperation; 250 riders; and 2 to 3 dozen staff.
TK&A has physically looked at over 85% of what we believe will be Odyssey’s final route. This
has allowed us to develop a solid strategy for deciding the actual routes and selecting our
overnight communities. In addition to driving and documenting each turn on every Odyssey
route, most of 1999 will be spent communicating with or visiting US and foreign embassies, US
and foreign consulates, government tourism offices, local cycling and environmental
organizations, local governments, community resources and businesses who will be providing
advice and services to Odyssey. Most of the remainder of 1999 will find Karen-Ann and me in
the field finalizing logistics.
®

Odyssey 2000 countries
The countries Odyssey is likely to visit include: Andorra, Argentina, Australia, Austria,
Belgium, Canada, Chile, China, Costa Rica, Czech Republic, Denmark, England, Finland, France,
Germany, Gibraltar, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Mexico,
Monaco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Northern Ireland, Norway, Panama, Portugal, Russia, San
Marino, Scotland, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Swaziland, Switzerland, Thailand, USA,
Vatican City, Vietnam and Wales. Even though this list can still evolve, we believe it’s getting
pretty close.
Itineraries-we are getting close
TK&A has enclosed three different Odyssey itineraries to help you dream and plan. Odyssey’s
final route is still subject to some additional evolution, of course.
•
•
•

Odyssey 2000® Stages. Note that Odyssey has been logically broken into 17 stages, each
stage separated by air transport.
Odyssey 2000® Itinerary – February 19, 1999. This replaces all previous versions we
have mailed. It’s looking good.
Odyssey 2000® Tentative Day-to-Day Itinerary – Modified February 17, 1999. Notice the
days without an overnight destination listed? We have allocated these days, but need to
do more research before determining the specific overnight cities. So, how close is this?
Pretty close, but don’t schedule any meetings yet. Please remember that the Day-to-Day
Itinerary is a confidential document for your personal use only.

Some mileage discrepancies might occur between the three itineraries. It’s primarily because we
are still estimating a few of the mileages. Notice that we have scheduled too many day’s off?
Not to worry, we’ll nix ‘em before we’re through.
Bike
We expect to be making the final decision by June 1, 1999.
Forty or fifty riders took the time to share their feelings on the Bike Fridays. The feedback
from those with experience, for the most part, feel Fridays would be an excellent choice for
Odyssey.
However, some just didn’t like the tiny size and/or didn’t feel they “looked like” they could do
the job. A couple of folks mentioned they would be embarrassed to be seen on the bike,
presumably due to the unique stature of the bike.
As previously stated, TK&A has a fair bit of experience with the Bike Friday. We’ve ridden them
and have had several on our events, including a tandem riding from Disneyland to Walt Disney
World. We know the company’s solid reputation, we’ve watched them improve the product over
the years, we heard from lots of Friday owners and we even know the guy who named the bike.
Even though we are very confident that Friday’s could do the trick, it probably isn’t in the
cards. Green Gear Cycling is certainly interested in supporting Odyssey, but because they are
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a relatively small manufacturing company, Odyssey would probably put an undo strain on
their production capabilities.
Though we recognize most people trust TK&A’s judgement on the Odyssey 2000® bike, we would
still like to assure those with any doubts that TK&A has no interest at all in spending most of
Odyssey 2000® repairing a sub-standard or poor quality bike. And, yes, TK&A does feel that a
proper fit is also a high priority.
Is it possible to use my own bike? No. That defeats the purpose of supplying an Odyssey bike.
TK&A’s interest is to keep Odyssey riders on their bikes, not in vans waiting for replacement
parts.
Hilton Burbank Airport Hosts Odyssey
We are delighted to announce that the Hilton Burbank Airport and Convention Center has
been selected as Odyssey 2000® Official Host Hotel for both the start and finish of Odyssey
2000®. After several face to face meetings and contract iterations, we settled on a package of
prices and services to handle our kickoff and finish needs.
When should I arrive in Los Angeles?
Checkout the enclosed Odyssey 2000® Tentative Kickoff Schedule for a pretty good feel of
what is going to happen the two days prior to our kickoff in the 2000 Tournament of Roses
Parade. As the schedule indicates, you will need to arrive at the Hilton Burbank Airport no
later than 10 to 11 am on December 30, 1999, allowing enough time to check-in with both our
Odyssey Registrar and the hotel staff. Please note that the mandatory Odyssey 2000® meeting
for staff and riders begins at 1 pm on Dec. 30.
What Los Angeles airport should I fly into?
The Hilton Burbank Airport hotel is, coincidentally, adjacent to the Burbank Airport. The
Hilton offers a free shuttle to the hotel, so it’s a no hassle deal. If you fly into any other
airport, you must make your own arrangements from the airport to the Hilton Burbank Airport.
How do I get to Burbank if I fly into LAX?
LAX (Los Angeles International) is 35 miles from the Hilton Burbank Airport. A cab costs about
$50. The best option is the Super Shuttle at (818) 556-6600 or 1-800-BLUEVANS for about $16 a
person. Even if you don’t reserve a shuttle before you arrive, they have Super Shuttle phones
at LAX to make it easy to arrange your ride.
How do I get my bike to Burbank?
Later this year we will offer a UPS option (address) for shipping your Odyssey 2000® Bike to
Burbank if you decide you don’t want to carry it on the plane with you. This option is pretty
popular with our other rides.
TK&A recommended travel agent
TK&A is building up a long term relationship with Park Travel of Seattle, WA. Their staff know
more about Odyssey’s challenges than anyone in the business. If you are looking for an agent
to help book you in and out of Los Angeles, please give them a call at 1-800-723-8430 or (206)
322-6006. You can even try them at parktvl@concentric. They are cool people. Tell them
Odyssey sent you.
What TK&A is providing in Burbank
Here is what TK&A will be providing:
Thursday, December 30, 1999:
1. Lodging at the Hilton Burbank Airport in a shared TK&A room. TK&A’s room assignments
are for Odyssey riders and staff only. Families and friends must make their own
arrangements at the hotel. TK&A’s arrangements include a bed per person or couple,
three or four per room. Please understand TK&A’s need to consolidate resources in as
efficient a manner as possible.
2. Welcome reception with cash bar & dinner get-together.
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Friday, December 31, 1999:
3. Buffet breakfast.
4. Lodging at the Hilton Burbank Airport in a shared TK&A room.
5. New Year’s Eve reception (cash bar), dinner and celebration.
Saturday, January 1, 2000
6. Buffet breakfast.
7. Bus to start of Tournament of Roses Parade.
8. Camping tonight.
9. Super dinner to celebrate our first road night together.
What TK&A is providing in Burbank after the ride
Here is what TK&A will be providing:
Sunday, December 31, 2000:
1. An official Finishline at or near the Hilton Burbank Airport.
2. Lodging at the Hilton Burbank Airport in a shared TK&A room. Same deal as last year.
3. New Year’s Eve dinner and New Year’s Eve party of the year (cash bar).
Monday, January 1, 2001 (Day I of the new millennium):
4. Buffet breakfast before heading for the Rose Parade.
5. The Rose Parade for those who have ridden the miles.
6. DRG to help guide your pedal back to the Hilton Burbank Airport.
7. The opportunity to spend a couple of extra days (at your own cost) in Burbank for some
quality time with your family. This allows time for them to become reacquainted with a
very unique person; one of 250 bicyclists who just completed cycling the globe.
What TK&A isnʼt providing in Burbank
Transportation to and from the Hilton, lunches, alcohol beverages, incidental room charges
(phones, movies, room service, laundry, etc.) and personal arrangements for lodging or meals
other than what TK&A is providing. And anything else not mentioned above.
How will TK&A determine room assignments at the Hilton Burbank Airport?
A few months before Odyssey, we will mail a form asking for your specific Burbank travel
plans. We will be asking for flight details as well as roommate preferences. If you don’t know
anyone with whom to room, TK&A assigns each rider a room.
When you arrive in Burbank, you check in with TK&A’s registrar, and then with the hotel. The
front desk will ask you for a credit card to cover the rooms incidentals. Make sure you and
your roommates square away who owes what in expenses.
What if I want to stay with my family in Burbank?
No worries. You simply call the Hilton Reservations line (1-800HILTONS and reserve your
room using the “Odyssey 2000/Kneeland” group rate. These arrangements are at you own
expense. TK&A is not subsidizing or offering credit for any Odyssey riders or staff who make
their own hotel or room arrangements at any time during Odyssey.
What if I want to arrive earlier?
Not a problem. The Hilton Burbank Airport has extended an opportunity for you and your
family to arrive early and stay later. See below…
Families and friends are welcome and encouraged to join you in Burbank
We hope lots of friends and family will be around at both ends of Odyssey. In fact, the Hilton
would love to be filled exclusively with “Odyssey only action” during our weekend stays in
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Burbank. However, they have some serious financial constraints in the length of time they can
hold rooms for our group. The Hilton (and every other hotel in LA) knows they can sell out
this time of year at a premium price.
It’s in your family and friends best interest to make their plans as early as possible. For
instance, if we discover we will have a big crowd in Burbank, TK&A will be in a better position
to keep the larger rooms for our New Year’s Eve celebrations. We will also be able to work
more closely with the hotel staff when deciding to hold or release rooms for Odyssey guests.
Now, for the details. We have structured virtually all the activities surrounding Odyssey to
be open to families and friends, and we hope hundreds will attend. Here are some of the
specifics.
• You, your family and your friends have been extended our special Odyssey rates from
Dec. 28, 1999 to January 2, 2000. If you want to come earlier or stay later, feel free to
at least ask.
• There is a special Hilton reservation number (1-800-HILTONS) you and/or your family
and friends must call to receive Odyssey’s special rate of $169 (plus 10% tax) a night.
There is a 2 night minimum required. You must identify to the operator that you are
involved with the Odyssey 2000/Kneeland group.
• On December 30, 1999, we have a limited number of spaces available for family and
friends to join us for dinner at a cost of $25 per person payable to TK&A. The cost is
the same for a child. We can accommodate about 100 guests on the 30th.
• Now for the big New Year’s Eve dinner and party with cash bar. We only have a couple
hundred “guest” spaces available for this incredible night. We can only imagine the
energy level and excitement in the air the night before the launch of our incredible
journey. The cost for dinner and our party is $45.00 per guest. Alcoholic beverages not
included.
• Then, it’s off to the parade. Sorry, we don’t have any special tips for families on viewing
the parade. The hotel will be able to offer family and friends a ton of relevant ideas
about where to be and when.
Families and friends are “required” to come back for the finish
Okay, so it’s not required, but why would anyone want to miss the party of the millennium?
Why worry about the finish this long before the start? Even though the finish is over 21
months away, the sooner you, your family and your friends can act on the following, the
better. TK&A wants to insure it can accommodate as many people for the finish as possible.
Guaranteed, if you wait till next year to decide, you will be out in the cold.
• You, your family and your friends have been extended special Odyssey rates from Dec.
30, 2000 to January 2, 2001. If you want to come earlier or stay later, feel free to ask.
• You will need to use the special Hilton reservation number (1-800-HILTONS) to receive
our special rate of $169 (plus 10% tax) a night. There is a 2 night minimum required. You
must identify to the operator you are involved with the Odyssey 2000/Kneeland group.
• On December 31, 2000, the biggest New Year’s Eve of our life, TK&A has reserved an
additional 500 spaces for family and friends to join us for dinner at our Kickass New
Year’s Eve Finisher’s party for an additional cost of $70 per person, payable to TK&A.
Sorry, but alcohol is not covered in this cost, but it’s still an excellent deal. Since
TK&A can’t afford too much financial liability, we will cut back to a smaller space if we
don’t receive enough interest in this party by April 30, 1999.
How quickly should family and friends make plans for Burbank?
Rooms do go quickly for New Year’s, so we suggest you sort out your tentative plans in the
next two months or so. Of course, you can wait as long as you like, but you will risk not being
able to stay at or near the Burbank Hilton Airport.
Ready to make family meal reservations?
Ready to commit to dinner guests on Dec. 30 and 31, 1999 and/or Dec. 31, 2000? Then we are
ready for you.
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Please use the enclosed Burbank Extra’s Order Form to secure your family and friend’s
reservations for meals. Reservations will be made on a first-come first-served basis. Please
note the maximum space for our 12/31/2000 New Year’s Eve party is about 800 people. However,
if we don’t get enough response by April 30, 1999, we will cut our commitment to a smaller,
more affordable room. Thanks for thinking this through as early as possible.
P.S. If you reserve a space and then find your friend can’t join you, no problem. You still “own”
the slot and it might increase in value as we get closer to the ride.
An important Odyssey insight into beds and lodging-How does TK&A afford beds forty percent of the
time?
Lodging is always a sticky issue for some people on long distance rides. TK&A has actually
found it is much easier to simply offer camping instead of beds during an event, that way
people have their tent for privacy and personal space.
However, we also recognize the time savings when one doesn’t have to locate a flat space and
erect their nylon shelter. One of the early decisions Karen-Ann and I made was to incorporate
a bed at least every third night. As you know, we are actually offering beds 40% of the time.
And we are very confident that these 146 bed evenings will be warmly received by every rider
and staff as Odyssey circles the globe.
So then, how does TK&A afford the beds? As you know, most of you have paid TK&A about $90 a
day to participate in Odyssey. Backroads (the granddaddy high-end touring company from
Berkeley, CA) and similar organizations offer camping trips beginning at about $140 per day,
and international hotel trips begin at about $250 a day.
Because of obvious budget constraints, TK&A works hard to be as creative as possible when
arranging beds for our group. When TK&A promises beds, we promise a bed per person or
couple. If it’s in a hotel room, we will try to put three or four (if the beds exist, we might even
put 5 on occasion) to a room whenever possible. Sometimes beds will be located in school
dormitories, college dorm rooms, private camps or even military barracks. Who knows, a
community may even offer cots in a large gymnasium as an option for our group. As you can see,
your privacy might include one to 100 other high quality Odyssey riders sharing the facility.
Not too worry, though, you will normally be the one selecting roommates.
We still feel a hotel room is about the best of the bed options. Even with two or more sharing
a hotel room with you, it has a lot of advantages. Though not as private as a tent, you will
often be able to enjoy a relatively private bathroom, maybe watch some TV, perhaps make a
phone call, enjoy a private place to store your goodies and, on occasion, you might even enjoy
air conditioning.
Lodging comment
Assigning roommates and allocating rooms is the worst and most thankless job on trek, and
sucks up a considerable amount of a normally sane person’s time. Please do your part to help
the process run as smoothly as possible for the entire year.
• If we circulate a rooming list a few days before we arrive at a sight, please fill it in.
• If you don’t add your name, TK&A will make the assignments and ask you live with them.
• Whenever you arrive in camp, ask Odyssey’s check-in staff for any specific instructions.
• Once the rooming list is set, it’s set. Changes can only be made via a TK&A office
manager at the Trek Office.
• If you make changes to our final hotel assignments without involving TK&A, you will
assume the responsibility for any costs incurred.
• We will not allow someone to maintain their TK&A room space if they are staying with
someone else or have arranged for their own room. You can appreciate that we don’t
want beds to go empty. This is especially critical because most hotels will have
comparatively few beds available.
• TK&A does not subsidize folks who arrange their own rooms.
• At hotels, you will usually be asked for a credit card to cover room incidentals. Make
sure to square around and charges with your roommates before checking out.
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•

Sorry, but a payment supplement to offer a private room is not possible. If we could do
it, the cost would probably exceed $12,500 to cover our 40% bed lodging.

If I want to make more private arrangements, how do I do that?
There are several options for you to consider:
1. Plan to enjoy the living conditions with other Odyssey riders.
2. On several of TK&A’s bed nights, you may have the option of camping on or near the
facility grounds. Ask the end-of-day check-in staff for details.
3. On any given night, you obviously have the freedom to seek out and secure a local
hotel, motel, lodge, B&B, hostel, etc. for your own use. You simply have to get there on
your own (this is where a small backpack comes in handy) and get back on route in the
morning. We also expect you to tell the “Trek Office” you won’t be with us for the
evening.
4. If there are any extra rooms available in TK&A’s official overnight facility, you might be
able to secure one of these. This will take some thought, however.
• TK&A has to be very careful to insure Odyssey’s needs are covered before individual
riders, couples or family and friends can take any of the rooms.
• TK&A will also have to work with everyone on Odyssey to make sure we have a fair
way to allocate extra rooms for personal purchase. Is it fair to let folks buy the
extra rooms because they were first in? Last in? First to have expressed interest?
Because they are a couple? Because someone likes to be alone? You can see that this
will be a challenging issue at many sites.
• When we meet in Burbank, we will spend a little time addressing this issue.
Tournament of Roses specifics
In mid-February, Brit-Simone and I had a super meeting with the Tournament of Roses staff and
worked out the basic details for the Parade. So, on Jan. 1, 2000, at 8:02 in the morning, the
United State Air Force Thunderbirds and Odyssey will lead the 111th Pasadena Tournament of
Roses Parade. What a deal!
Parade officials asked us to emphasize that the invitation to participate is to Odyssey as a
group, not to individuals. It is very important that we all look like a group of Odyssey riders,
wearing basically the same outfit, with the same decorations. As they emphasized, it’s not the
time to make personal statements, such as wearing a modified outfit, adding something to your
helmet, having things strapped to your bike, a picture of your mom taped to your forehead, etc.
TK&A is in the process of designing an official Odyssey 2000®/Tournament of Roses Jersey and
helmet cover for use during the parade. Who knows, we might even come up with the most
creative rose display ever conceived of for cycling.
Any extra bags or goodies needed for the remainder of the day will be in an Odyssey van either
at the end of the parade or a couple of miles along Odyssey’s route.
®

Tournament of Roses Parade 2001
The specifics will likely be worked out after this year’s parade is over. However, the president
of the 1/1/2001 Tournament of Roses Parade has initially indicated that he only wants the
folks who ride the miles to participate in the parade. What great motivation to keep on riding,
even on the tougher days! Stay-tuned!
Unofficial email list in the making
We have been asked if we’d be willing to mention a grassroots e-mail rider list that has been
forming for the past couple of years. While we don’t want Odyssey issues and opinions
expressed in a public forum at the exclusion of trek management, we will pass the address on.
If you are interested in being included, you can reach Valerie at o2k-owner@onelist.com or
Gary at xmlman@aol.com. Enjoy the contact with the other riders.
TK&A comment: There is always a danger of these types of groups becoming opportunities for
people to express dissatisfaction or disagreement. Personally, Karen-Ann and I’ve seen some
pretty insulting things come from thoughtless emails. If you have an issue with Odyssey or
TK&A, bring it up to TK&A, not the group. Your problem is not the group’s problem.
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Odyssey is going to be an extremely positive experience for everyone lucky enough to become
involved. Please keep your outlook fresh and remain enthused.
®

Biographies for Media and our Odyssey 2000 Website
We’d like to begin working on individual PR for as many Odyssey riders as possible, including
posting some of the information on the web. Please take a moment to complete and return the
enclosed Biography for Media/Odyssey 2000® Website form. Then watch for yourself at
www.odyssey2000.com.
Lloydʼs of London Accident and Sickness Insurance bill
We have enclosed an invoice for $500 to cover your share of the cost for Odyssey’s health and
accident insurance coverage underwritten by Lloyd’s of London. We are extremely pleased Dan
McKay met with Lloyds when he was in London and proposed the idea to them. Thankfully,
Lloyds put on their creative hats and came up with a year long policy that will do the trick.
Payment is required by April 30, 1999.
Mail stops
As a reminder, we are planning to identify a Mail Stop about every 2 weeks or so during
Odyssey 2000®. These Mail Stops are extremely important and become one of the most
anticipated days of the trip. Mail Stops are a perfect place for family members to help you
stock up on goodies. The better the goodies, for instance, the more popular you are likely to
become. The Mail Stop list will be furnished prior to our departure.
Medical study
Nothing new to report. Stay-tuned.
Packing list
In a few months, TK&A will send out a final packing list to help you prepare for Odyssey. In the
meantime, please make use of the red Rider Handbook you received when you registered. If you
lost your copy, we will gladly replace it for $3.50 to cover the cost of printing and shipping.
The Handbook has a lot of very useful information on TK&A’s rides in addition to complete
sections on what to bring and how to select camping equipment.
Otherʼs riding along
Please, never invite anyone to pedal with you during Odyssey. It creates chaos and is not fair
to TK&A and the other Odyssey riders. What is fair for one is fair for all. If you have friends
or family who wish to ride with you during Odyssey, you will have to leave the ride and rejoin
us when your companions leave.
Weather
Odyssey will experience every type of weather imaginable. Even snow is possible. So, prepare
accordingly, particularly with high quality raingear.
If you are interested in looking at weather specifics, check out CNN and other weather
websites for info on what’s going on in the world.
Gear storage
Everything you are bringing (clothes, gear, sleeping bag, tent, computer, energy bars, vitamin
supplements, gifts, medications, books, cameras, phones, tuxes, etc.) or pick-up during Odyssey
has to fit into your own gear space. Count on a space equivalent to 18”18”X34”.
Local currency
TK&A is not planning to make local currency available for rider’s personal use. We suggest
that you make use of cash machines whenever possible. Debit cards work in most countries.
VISA or MasterCard with a pin number is more reliable in many developing nations. American
Express card holders usually have quite good access to cash in most of the world’s major
cities.
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You can sometimes use currency from a neighboring country, especially close to the border.
Another idea is to go to Thomas Cook to convert, say, $25 in a few local currencies before you
leave for Odyssey. You can also do this in Europe and once we return to the East Coast. Why
not ask a trusted friend to mail local currency to a mail stop just before arriving in a
particular country?
Immunizations
If you haven’t begun the process, contact a travel clinic or your local health department to
determine what immunizations you will need. Please take the enclosed February 19, 1999
Odyssey 2000 Itinerary with you to give them a feel of where we will be and when.
Plug outlets
TK&A will use what outlets it can find to keep the business of Odyssey running. Many of our
overnight accommodations will, no doubt, have at least a few electrical outlets. If you plan to
charge camera, computer and other type batteries, recognize that the competition for these
slots is going to be keen.
Many of your appliance plugs will probably work with 110 or 220 outlets, but will need a plug
adapter. You can buy adapter kits in travel stores and catalogs. Keep you eyes open.
Film
Do we have any advice yet? Not really. However, if you ask your friends to mail fresh film to
your mail stops and mail exposed film home, you might make easy work out of a challenging
task. You can also have your exposed film sent to a friend who can do a little editing for you,
and then send some of your best work to the next mail stop.
Check out digital cameras. No developing and you can email the photos to a friend.
Extra globes
If you’d like to buy another one of the globes you received when you registered, we have them
available at $25 each plus $3 for shipping. Shipping internationally cost more.
Passports
As stated on several occasions, it’s not too early to get a new passport if yours expires less
than 6 months after Odyssey ends. Order extra pages.
Visas
Please don’t worry about Visas at this time. It is not even necessary for US participants to
think about the word Visa until you hear from TK&A. All foreign participants should determine
the requirements they need to meet to travel to each Odyssey country.
T-shirts
If you want to order one or more (large or extra large only) of our new Odyssey 2000® tshirts, please give us a call with your credit card info.
Sweatshirts
Interested in an Odyssey Sweatshirt that looks like the tee-shirt? If so, please use the
enclosed Odyssey 2000® Sweatshirt Order Form by March 25, 1999 and we’ll make it happen.
Odyssey articles on rise
Check out the enclosed “Odyssey 2000® Media Coverage” summary. It reflects the type of
exposure Odyssey has received since it’s inception, or at least what we have been able to
capture. If you have been featured in an article not included in our list, please let us know.
And, if possible, we’d love to receive an original copy for our files. Don’t forget to include the
complete name of the newspaper or magazine, city and state, author and the date of publication.
We have also included a couple of additional Odyssey articles with this Memo. Aren’t Bob and
Suzy cool?
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Questions
As questions come up, please review your previous rider memos for possible answers. TK&A has
worked hard to pack each Memo with facts and information relevant to your preparation for
Odyssey.
Most of your new thoughts and questions can be answered by Brit-Simone and the staff at
TK&A. The best way to get answers is to telephone us at 1-800-433-0528 or (206) 322-4102. The
telephone offers a better chance for a more complete answer to a complex issue. It also lends
itself for a more positive interaction between TK&A and you. If the office can’t answer your
questions, or if you need to direct something specifically to Karen-Ann and me, please use our
email address when we are traveling. Since email usually takes longer than a phone call,
written answers take longer as well.
Please be patient, sometimes it is a few days before we can access our AOL account. Our access
can be limited by the type of phones available at our different hotels. Rotary phones are not
as rare as one might think.
The countdown is on
Keep smiling and focusing on January 1, 2000. Just a little under 10 months to go.
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